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Turlock Branch

New Friday Hours!

Come by and see our friendly staff at our Turlock Branch office.  They are located at 321 East
Main Street in Turlock.  They are now available to assist members until 5:30 p.m. on Fridays
starting on August 8, 2015. 
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Back To School
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Mocse Night At The Ball Park

Mocse Night at the Ball Park will be on Saturday, August 22, 2015.  Come out and support the
Modesto Nuts as they take on the Stockton Ports.  Gates open at 6pm with the first pitch at 7:05pm. 
It's Star Wars Theme Night and you won't want to miss the post-game fireworks!  Click here to print
our Mocse Discount Coupon. 
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Short-Term Auto Loans: How Much Can You Save?
Save money by sticking with a short-term auto loan

Shopping for a new car involves many important choices. Once you’ve decided on the exact vehicle
that’s best, which is certainly no small feat, the big decisions aren’t over. One of the most important
decisions is still to come: how to finance it. Whether you seek a loan from the dealership itself or from
your financial institution, you have to decide whether a long-term or a short-term loan makes more
sense for your current and future finances.

 

In recent years, the typical

term for car loans has been getting longer and longer. The allure of long-term car loans is easy to
see. It’s a result of the fact that it is easy to score lower monthly payments when you stretch the loan
repayment process over a lengthy term. This makes people feel like they are getting a great deal on a
new or used car.

 

“The problem with long-term loans is that they come with increased interest, which in other words is
the extra money you have to pay the [financial institution] for giving you the loan,” says
AutoTrader.com. “So while a lower monthly payment might seem like it’s benefiting you, it’s usually a
worse decision.”

 

Despite this downside, the seduction of lower monthly payments is hard to ignore, and the recent
trend of picking long terms for repayment doesn’t seem to be going away anytime soon. If anything,
lower monthly payments seem to be gaining popularity.

 

“In the first quarter of 2015, the average term for a new-vehicle loan was 67 months— more than five







years,” states John Rosevear, contributor on DailyFinance.com. “The average term for a used-car loan
was almost as long, 62 months. Until recently, such long-term loans for cars were very rare.”

 

Digging below the surface reveals that the popularity of long-term loans isn’t just an attempt to save
money. People who choose these loans aren’t always just trying to minimize monthly payments. They
are also seeking to maximize how much car they can get for the payment that they are comfortable
with.

 

“Here’s what’s driving the trend: People are buying more expensive cars,” states Rosevear.

 

Cars can’t truly be considered an investment, because owners rarely make money when they sell
their used car. So, trying to get the most expensive car possible isn’t a sound financial decision unless
you can afford it comfortably with enough money left over for the other expenses in your life.

 

“If you really care about building financially security, you would never take out a car loan greater than
36 months,” states financial guru Suze Orman on CNBC.com “Will that mean buying a less expensive
model? Of course. That’s the point! You should want to spend the least amount possible—and get out
of debt fastest—on a purchase that is bound to lose your money.”

 

While Orman’s advice to stick to the shortest term possible certainly helps you save money on
interest, there are a few cases in which paying more over a long-term loan could be worth
considering. First of all, it is necessary to have credit that is good enough to score a very low interest
rate. Furthermore, the car you are buying has to be one that you want to drive for a long time,
because you will be paying it off for many years to come.

 

“So if a longer-term loan helps you buy a car you’re willing to keep for a longer time, it might actually
make good sense in the long run,” states Rosevear.

 

So, make sure to calculate the total price, not just the monthly payments, when you are shopping for a
new car and a loan, and that will help you make the best decision. Also, be sure that the car you buy
is a car that will serve you well for many years to come.
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Making a Plan to Reduce Debt
How to pay it down most efficiently

Having a lot of bills and debt is discouraging, but it doesn’t have to consume your life. There are ways
to methodically pay down your debt based on your financial and personal goals and objectives. You
will see that, despite how it may seem, there is actually an end in sight.

First of all, it helps to pull your credit report from a site like Credit Karma or AnnualCreditReport.com.
Create a spreadsheet with your various debt balances, rates, minimum payments and number of
payments left, advises Denise Winston, a financial educator and founder of MoneyStartHere.com.

At that point, decide what overall fixed amount fits in your budget to pay down your debt monthly.
Ideally you will have enough to pay more than the minimum balance on your combined total. That
said, pick a few debts you would like to focus on and use whatever extra is in that budget to go toward
those balances.

There are a few different schools of thought regarding on which debts to focus:

Pay down smaller debts first

If you are into immediate gratification, this is the plan for you — you can clear up a lot of room in your
monthly budget by eliminating the smaller bills first. The downside here is that you could lose the
important tax benefits of having big loans paid down, and you could end up paying a lot more interest
in the end.

Pay down the loan with the highest interest rate first

The philosophy behind this theory is that it will save you the most money in the long run. The problem
with this strategy is that, while you may have more control over your finances, you won’t feel like you
do. Doing it this way will take a while for anything to be paid in full, making it difficult to stay focused
on your financial goal.

Take a balanced approach

You could opt to combine the two methods. For example, knock out a few of your small loans in a few







months and then work on higher-interest debt before going back to paying off small loans again.
Another way to balance out your methodology is to pay smaller loans off more quickly if interest rates
are generally within a percentage point or two, because that will give you more power to pay off the
larger loans later.

Regardless of the plan you choose to follow, make a vow to stick with it.

“As the terms of your loans change or your current situation changes, you can make adjustments to
the order of your debt payment plan,” says money management expert Miriam Caldwell of Money in
Your 20s. “But you do need to keep paying extra each month.”

Try creating a chart where you can visually track your progress, or celebrate milestones along the way
of your debt-repayment journey to keep you motivated and focused on the endgame.

“You will be amazed at how good you feel by simply knowing how much debt you really have and
putting a plan in place to get rid of it,” Winston concludes.

Making smart financial decision when you’re young can pay huge dividends when you get older.
Speak with us today to get on the right track.
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Hidden Costs of College
Don’t forget about these expensive hidden costs of college

Whether it’s your child or your grandchild that is off to college, it’s no surprise that college costs have
increased dramatically and will continue to do so over the years. At least you know how much to set
aside to cover it all — the cost of tuition, room and board, and books, right?

 

While those are the main entities for a new college student, there are actually a variety of hidden costs
that some families tend to overlook. 

 

“Parents are overwhelmed by the true [price] of education, which they often have not thought about
fully,” says Maura Griffin, CFP and CEO of Blue Spark Capital Advisors. “In many cases, they don’t
[even] know how much college will cost until they get the financial aid letter.”

 

To help avoid any unwelcome fees (and a major headache), take note of these common hidden costs
of attending college:

 

Laundry - While it might seem like a nominal fee, if laundry costs $3 per load and you do two loads a
week, you’re spending more than $200 a year just on cleaning your clothes—and that doesn’t include
detergent, dryer sheets and
an iron. Speaki ng of
laundry, your student may
need to buy new clothes
during the year as well.
From special occasions
such as semi-formals and
internship interviews to more
casual purchases such as
school t-shirts, clothes can
become quite a fluctuating
hit to any budget. 

 

Greek life - While not a
mandatory activity for
college students, many
choose to join a fraternity or
sorority, and Greek life is
one of the most expensive
clubs to join. For example, at
Dartmouth College in
Hanover, New Hampshire,
new sorority members owed







between $335 to $647 just
for their new-member fees, and new fraternity members at the small private school Washington and
Lee University in Lexington, Virginia, owed an average of $2,000. And that doesn’t even come close
to the amount owed throughout the four years, especially if you live in a chapter house. In fact, those
who did reside in houses paid an average of $5,187 per semester. Before joining Greek life, be sure
to determine what it will cost and if it’s affordable.

 

Parking - If you or your child is bringing a car to campus, parking fees will typically ensue — and
they’re not always cheap. On average at most major universities, students are looking at an extra
$250 or more per semester just to park a car on campus. 

 

Storage - After each year, it’s convenient to tuck away all of your student’s belongings into a nearby
storage facility so you don’t have to haul it all back home. To cut costs, book your storage facility early
before summertime hits. And try to share with a friend so that you can split the costs (plus, there’s
usually plenty of room for more than one person’s belongings). In addition, there may be student
discounts available, so be sure to inquire.  

 

Travel - If you or your child is attending college a plane ride or even a long car ride away, traveling
back and forth can add up quickly — from airplane tickets to the cost of filling up the gas tank (and
don’t forget about tolls). If you’re traveling home and back to school for every holiday and break and
for summer vacation, or if your family visits you, this can be costly on both ends. Make sure to discuss
what a realistic number of times to visit per year is, and take advantage of video messaging services
such as Skype to help reduce some of these travel costs. 

 

College should be one of the most exciting times in a student’s life, but don’t let it cripple your
finances. Planning ahead can help ensure you have the money you need.
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Car Insurance for Out-of-State Students
Make sure you have the right coverage

When your child goes away for college, most of the focus is on tuition, books, and his or her dorm
room. But if your child is going to be taking a car along, there are steps that you need to take to
ensure he or she has the proper coverage. 

 

If your student is currently
covered and will be at least
100 miles from home, the
Insurance Information
Institute recommends letting
your insurance company
know, as you may be
eligible for a discount. If your
child has his or her own
vehicle, the price of
insurance will fluctuate
based on whether the
vehicle will be kept at home
or school, and on where the
school is located.

 

However, you don’t want to
simply take your student off
the policy, as there are
plenty of other scenarios to
consider. What if he or she
chooses to use the family
ride while home on break, or
acts as the designated
driver with a friend’s car? If you leave your child covered, those scenarios are taken care of. There are
other benefits, including the protection if he or she is hit by a car — whether as the driver in his or her
own vehicle or as a passenger in someone else’s — and keeping your student on the policy can help
maintain continuous coverage, an important step for when he or she gets his or her own policy.

 

There are some ways to try to reduce your rates. For example, less-expensive vehicles traditionally
are less pricey to insure. Some insurance companies offer discounts if your child maintains good
grades or takes a defensive driving class. You can also raise your deductible and install an antitheft
system, which can further drop your monthly payments.

 

Even with all the right planning, accidents will happen, and college students tend to be involved in a
significant portion of them. A US News article from 2013 showed that around 80 percent of college











student drivers have texted while driving, with the CDC estimating that around 10 people are killed
and 1,000 injured every day in the United States from distracted driving. 

 

Your child’s college years come along with plenty of stressors, but worrying about his or her vehicle
shouldn’t be one of them. Discuss these topics and have one less thing to worry about.
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Should You Stage Your Home?
What you need to know when it comes to home staging

Are you selling your home? If so, you probably know there’s a lot to be done between now and
closing, but first you have to find your buyer. And in such a competitive real estate world, it’s essential
to make your house stand out from the rest.

 

One way to do this is through home staging. Home staging is the process of arranging furniture and
other home decor in a way that’s visually appealing to potential buyers. Here are a few reasons why
you should choose to stage your home:

 

It helps buyers understand the space - Staging a home not only makes the house more engaging,
but it also helps buyers get a feel for the space in the home. Without proper furniture and decor, it’s
hard to gauge what can or cannot fit inside a room.

 

“Buyers often have a difficult time envisioning how a property can be used,” says Dan Keating, owner
of Coast Home Staging, based in Long Beach, California. “When they see a house that’s beautifully
staged, it’s warm and inviting, and they perceive a much stronger value to that property.”

 

It puts the home to the top of buyers’ to-see list - Staging a home can actually get buyers to go
out and view that property, and really take it into consideration, when they might not have otherwise.

 

“Twenty years ago, people would drive by properties and read the paper and read ads and have to go







“Twenty years ago, people would drive by properties and read the paper and read ads and have to go
look at them,” explains Shell Brodnax, president of the Real Estate Staging Association (RESA), a
trade group in Valley Springs, California. “Now 90 percent are looking on the Internet before they even
get a [R]ealtor to show them homes. So if you don’t have amazing pictures of that property, people
move that property to the ‘I’m not even going to bother going to visit the home’ list.”

The proof is in the pudding. Staging a home resulted in an average $1,780 price increase, a
significant return on investment, according to HomeGain, a real estate website.

 

“We’ve seen that the value home staging brings to the table is dramatic,” says Keating.

 

It seems like a no-brainer to call up a team of stagers to make your home look its best before opening
it to lookers. However, there are a few important tips to keep in mind when staging your home:

 

Get rid of clutter - If you currently live in the home, you’ll want to de-clutter your space as much as
possible, or hire a professional organizer to help.

 

“Most of us have too much stuff in our homes,” says Brodnax. “Sometimes it’s just a matter of taking
what you have in one room and moving it to another.” Once the home is free of “stuff,” a stager can
work to arrange furniture in a way that appeals to buyers.

 

Spruce it up — if it needs it - If the home you’re selling is vacant, you may be dealing with a
property that needs work, like a paint job, new carpets or a good cleaning. Renting furniture and
homey decor such as silk plants or candles can help potential buyers focus on the actual space
instead of its cosmetic flaws — and actually see themselves living there.

 

Keep cost in mind - This is something you can take on yourself, or you can hire a professional
stager. If going with the latter, keep in mind the cost of staging, which varies among different homes. A
simple consultation when an expert offers suggestions can cost you upwards of $300. Determine
whether this is in your budget or whether renting furniture (or accepting donations from friends and
family members) and staging the home yourself makes more sense.

 

“[Staging] a vacant home typically can cost less than 1 percent of the value of the house,” says
Keating. “Occupied homes are typically way less than that because we’re using as much of the
homeowner’s furnishings as possible.”

Find the perfect professional - If you’re leaning toward hiring a professional stager, you may be
wondering how you find one. Ideally, you want to get someone who has staged homes in your
neighborhood before and knows how to capture the market demographic of the area (the people
you’re targeting). Take a look at various stagers’ work and see whose inventory resonates best with
you. You should also interview the stager to make sure you can get along with this person throughout
the journey.

 

“Personality matters,” says Barb Schwarz, founder of the International Association of Home Staging
Professionals, or IAHSP. “You want a personality that fits with your personality.”

 

Before staging your home, keep these tips in mind and talk with your real estate agent and spouse to
determine whether staging is right for you.
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5 Tips for Getting Financially Organized
Stay on top of your finances in an efficient manner

One of the most common reasons for being strapped for cash isn’t always overspending or being
fruitless with money — it’s being unorganized. Think about it: When you can’t pay a bill on time
because you’ve misplaced it, that can lead to a late fee. Or if you’re behind schedule on keeping
watch of your bank account, you may incur an overdraft charge.

 

So if you’re finding you’re often scatterbrained when it comes to keeping your finances organized, you
may want to establish a plan to keep yourself more in control. Here are the top five tips for getting
financially organized:

 

1. Don’t pay bills the second they come - A common mistake people make is to pay a bill
immediately in order to get it out of the way. However, that can set you up for easily getting confused
about which bills you actually paid and when. Instead, have a designated area (or email folder) to
place bills when they arrive, and then pay them all simultaneously.

 

“Paying them all at once

helps give you a better perspective of your total expenses,” says Ric Edelman, author of “The Truth
About Money” and chairman and CEO of Edelman Financial Services. Another option is to set aside
one day a week to pay bills (e.g., every Saturday or Sunday).

 

2. Get rid of paper - It’s the 21st century, and paper is becoming more and more extinct — and for
good reason. Too much paper increases the chance that things will get lost. If you use a scanner,
you’re more likely to be able to keep things in order (plus, it’s better for the environment).







 

“Simply scan photos and paper documents to create electronic copies. By transferring all physical
records into electronic format, you’ll be able to later print the records,” says Lynnette Khalfani Cox,
author of “Zero Debt: The Ultimate Guide to Financial Freedom.” You should also store at least one
backup copy on a CD or memory stick.

 

Not ready to go paperless completely? Invest in a paper shredder.

 

“It eliminates waste, and that’s pretty crucial,” says David Bendix, a CPA, financial planner and
president of The Bendix Financial Group in Garden City, New York. “It’s smart, and it’ll help you get
organized.”

 

3. Pretty up your work area - It sounds unnecessary, but the truth is, working in an uncluttered,
attractive area can help you stay organized and keep all documents under control — and make you
actually want to put everything in order.

 

“I know many people have little desks at home that are forsaken and forlorn,” says Maxwell
Gillingham-Ryan, author of “Apartment Therapy’s Big Book of Small, Cool Spaces” and founder
of ApartmentTherapy.com and TheKitchn.com. “Making it an approachable, attractive space is the
key.” In addition, a small desk or work area can be the reason for lost important documents, especially
if it’s cluttered — all the more reason to tidy up.

4. Be detailed in your computer filing system - “Think about those files you access the most and
the reasons why,” says Wayne Bogosian, president and managing director of the PFE Group, and
co-author of “The Complete Idiot’s Guide to 401(k) Plans.” “Rather than dumping everything into a
general folder called ‘documents’ or ‘photographs,’ break it down into primary and secondary folders.”
That means being as specific as possible (e.g., “tax returns,” “credit/debit cards,” “insurance”).

 

“And don’t be an ‘e-pack rat,’” says Bogosian. “Chances are that document you saved in 1997 isn’t
going to do you much good today.”

5. Make a checklist - The only person you can count on fully is yourself, as not all important
documents — whether electronic or on paper — always make their way to you in a timely manner.
Start each month by making a checklist of each bill you know will be arriving. Keep it in the same
place at all times and be sure to update it regularly. You can refer to it whenever you need to verify
whether you’ve paid — or haven’t paid — a bill.

 

Getting financially organized is a great way to get back on track and spend less, but best of all you’re
going to eliminate the clutter and be more aware of what needs to be done.
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Come Visit Gatlinburg, Tennessee
Enjoy the beauty of nature and family fun

Gatlinburg, Tennessee, is the perfect vacation destination for the entire family. Known as the gateway
to the Great Smoky Mountains National Park, this beautiful mountain town offers a combination of
picturesque scenery, family-oriented attractions, and outdoor adventures to make everyone in your
family happy.
 
What to do
For nature lovers, the Great
Smoky Mountains National
Park is a treasure trove of
adventure, offering a range
of hiking trails and historical
landmarks to fit everyone’s
fancy. If you want to step
back in time to the early
19 th century, then take a
drive around Cades Cove,
which has an 11-mile
one-way loop road that
circles the valley’s historic
landmarks. Clingmans
Dome is also the perfect
place for those tourists that
don’t mind a bit of a hike—or
heights. This man-made
observation tower is the
highest point in the National
Park, giving 360-degree
views of the Smokies.
 
If you’re looking for fun in
downtown Gatlinburg, it
won’t take you long to find it. Hillbilly Miniature Golf, Ripley’s Believe It or Not! Museum, and the
World of Illusions are just some of the family-friendly, fun activities you can find walking up and down
this city’s main strip. There are also plenty of shops specializing in everything from homemade fudge
to kitschy souvenirs. And there’s no way you can visit Gatlinburg without seeing a hilarious show at
the Sweet Fanny Adams Theatre.
 
Where to stay
For the true Gatlinburg experience, there is no better place to stay than The Lodge at Buckberry
Creek. This rustic, elegantly-appointed lodge offers 44 suites catered specifically to your needs with
breathtaking views of the Smokies everywhere you look. Hiking, fishing, skiing, fine arts, and scenic
drives are all just minutes away—and easily bookable through the hotel itself.
 
The Westgate Smoky Mountains Resort and Spa is another accommodation that offers a terrific
experience for all. Located within minutes of every prime Gatlinburg location, the resort has an







abundance of onsite amenities including an indoor/outdoor water park, spa, and miniature golf course.
 
Where to eat
Breakfast is the most important meal of the day—and the Pancake Pantry is the right place to go if
you want to start your day off on the right foot. This popular restaurant typically has a line out the
door, but trust us—it’s well worth the wait. Everything is made from scratch, including the butter and
whipped cream, and is served in large portions.
 
For lunch, don’t forget to stop in to Bennett’s Pit Bar-B-Que for the best ribs and barbeque in the area.
For a more refined dining experience, don’t forget to stop by The Peddler. Nestled beside the Little
Pigeon River, this steakhouse offers a relaxing, refined atmosphere and top-notch food.
 
For your next family vacation, head to Gatlinburg for some fun in the outdoors and some great food. 
 
This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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